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there is a general free distribution of
the chances the plan might be held
illegal by our Court as was done in
Featherstone '-. Independent Service
Station, (Tex. Civil App.) 10 S. W.
(2d) 124, and State v. Danz, 140 Wn.
546, 250 Pac. 37, 48 A. L. H. 1109.
There must be an act.ual and not
merely a theoretical freedom of registration and distribution. If any coercion of any sort is exerted to influence persons to buy tickets in order
to register or to collect the prize, then
our opinion very likely would be differcnt.
We call at.tention to this fact because
we have been given to understand that
altho at present free access may be in
effect, in the past the purchase of a
ticket was necessary from a practical
standpoint.
Note: Section 11149, H. C. M. 1921,
was amended by Chapter 36, Laws of
1935, to except gh-ing of prizes by agricultural fairs and rodeo associations.
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HELD: Since a county central committee consists of a definite number
of duly elected and qualified members,
a majority thereof constitutes a quorum
for the purpose of transacting business, including that of filling a vacancy occuring in the party ticket.
Octoher 16, 1934.
You have submitted the question as
to what constitutes a quorum of a
county central committee for the purpose of filling a vacancy among the
candidates on the county ticket.
Section 662, R. C. M., 1921, as finally
amended by Chapter 6, Laws of 1933,
which covers the subject of election of
county central committees and their
powers including that of filling ntcancies, does not state what constitutes a
quorum. In the absence of such statutory provision I am of the opinion that
the common law rule would apply.
The common law rule is that a majority of all the duly elected and qualified members of an assembly or body
shall constitute a quorum. This rule
was adopted in order to secure fair-
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ness in proceeding and to prevent assemblies or groups from splitting up
into groups, each group being likely to
take action contrary to that of some
other section. In Lyons v. Woods, 5
N. M. 327, 21 P. 346, where some of
the authorities are collected, the Court
quotes from Mr. Wapples as follows:
" 'A quorum is a majority of the members. It. is never less, under the common law of parliamentary procedure.
Unless more than half of the members
of the body are present, the body is
not present. "Then more than half are
present, the hody is complete, and is
as though all the members were present. If less than half could do business
it would be possihle for deliberath-e
bodies to be divided into t.wo or more
assemblies, each capable of doing business, and each liable to adopt measures
contrary to those adopted by some other
section'." After re,-iewing the authorities the Court concluded: "These authorities settle the point that there must
be a legal quorum before there can
be a legal body, and that, in the absence of a special rule on the subject,
a quorum must consist of at least a
majority of all the legally elected
members."
In 46 C. J. 1378, sec. 8, under Parliamentary Law, the text writer states:
"In reckoning a quorum the general
rule is that, in the absence of a contrary provision affecting the rule, the
total number of all the membership of
the body be tilken as the basis; and
ordinarily a majority of the authorized
membership of a body, consisting of a
definite number of members, constitutes
a quorum for the purpose of transacting business; * • ." The rule is thc
same in the case of municipal corporations. (43 C. J. 502, secs. 766-767.)
This seems to be the rule generally.
(51 C. J. 305, note 84.) The one exception to this rule is when the association or body is composed of an indefinite number of persons. (5 C. J. 1346,
sec. 42.)
For the foregOing reasons, since the
county central committee of Petroleum
County consists of a definite number of
duly elected and qualified members,
I am of the opinion that a majority
thereof constitutes a quorum of the
committee for the purpose of transacting business, including that of filling a vacancy occurring among candidates of the respecth-e parties.

